
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Beer Culture 

DEUTSCHES REINSHEITSGEBOT / GERMAN PURITY LAW 

Ruled by the Reinheitsgebot 

Besides his Biersommelier educa
tion, what has most influenced Priller is the Slow Food 
movement and its attitude: "The enjoyment of good beer 
does not only depend on its taste. It is also due to where 
the beer comes from and who made it. It is due to the 
brewer's philosophy and his commitment to the region as 
well as what he does to celebrate beer culture;' he says. 

Reaching Across Borders 

Georg Schneider, owner of th-; Private Weissbierbrauerei 
G. Schneider & Sohn in Kelheim, doesn't mince words: 
"The German beer market is deadly boring;' he says. "It 
is all very much the same. The tendency towards same
ness is encouraged, for example, by our domestic beer 
tests rating beer only by its typicality and flawlessness. 
Creativity is only acted on in the beer mix category'.' 

The 42-year-old Georg Schneider IV, the sixth genera
tion of his family to lead the business, is among the most 
eminent independent entrepreneurs in the country. In 
terms of beer culture, he is one of the most active Ger
man brewers: thanks to his efforts, Schneider Weisse 
has been recognized for leadership and sustainable 
management. With the brewery celebrating its 400th 
anniversary in 2008, Schneider Weisse is clearly one of 
the most traditional specialty brewers in Germany. 

And yet, Schneider has embarked on one of the most 
forward-looking brewing projects in the country. Through 
the friendship between Schneider brewer Hans-Peter 
Drexler and Garrett Oliver of the Brooklyn Brewery 
in the U.S., the Schneider house hosted a collaborative 
brewing, probably the first in its history. Oliver came to 
Kelheim last May to concoct the Schneider & Brooklyner 
Hopfen-Weisse, a hoppy weizenbock, with Drexler. Most 
of the Hopfen-Weisse was shipped to the U.S. after its 
release in June, with only 200 cases sold in Germany. 
The unusual creation delighted the few German beer 
lovers and insiders who took notice of the event and 
tasted it. However, some customers who expected a 
regular weillbier were unenthusiastic. 

Schneider is happy about this experience: "If you brew 
a beer that not everybody lli<es, you have the wonderful 
effect that people tall< about it;' he says. His brewmaster 
adds, "We've got to tal<e people by the hand and lead them 
to new worlds of taste. Customers, as well as chefs, culinary 
staff and traders, are searching for innovations'.' 

Schneider wants to continue brewing tasteful beers 
that are far fro~ the ~aJS m~rket profile, one being 

the anniversary release Georg Schneider 
1608, a full-bodied weizen with nutmeg 
and clove flavors and a grassy note from 

the h~ps. The beer is ocly ~ ailable in a 
limited edition. Further, says Schneider, 
"We are looking for fellow brewers who 
are interested in doing a guest brewin__g_ 
with us. We are looking for them all over 
the world'.' He insists on working together 
with foreign breweries because he expects 
the cultural exchange to be more fruitful 
than with a German brewer. 

Diversity in taste does not, as one might 
think, contradict the Reinheitsgebot-Sch
neider and Drexler, like all other German 
brewers and brewmasters, claim to remain 
true to these premises. "The Reinheits
gebot is our unique selling point;' Sch
neider argues. But there is downside to it 
as well: The purity law not only helps sell 
the beer, it also reinforces the average Ger
man beer drinker's conservatism. The first 
thing Germans object to when they hear 
about great beers from other countries is 
"But these beers are not brewed after the 
Reinheitsgebot, are they?" In this respect, 
the Reinheitsgebot leads them to make a 
quick but safe choice and insulates them 
from new beer experiences. 

Things might change, though, as the taste 
for diversity is growing. One symptom of 
this trend is the great success of Bierclub. 
de. Frank Winkel and Matthias Kliemt 
founded the commercial beer subscrip
tion service in 1996. They started out with 
200 subscribers. Today they count 5,500 
customers who receive a package of nine 
regional beers each month, including beer 
descriptions as well as cultural and culinary 
information about the beers' origins. The 
number of subscribers is const.antly grow
ing. According to Wmkel, the motivation 

to become a member is a growing inter
est in specialty beers to which consumers 
otherwise would only have limited access. 
And subscribers to Bierclub.de do not only 
live in Germany. The Bierclub has to send 
out care packages to beer lovers in the U.S., 
Italy, England, Holland and Denmark. 

With a German club helping provide 
beer diversity to enthusiasts in other coun
tries, perhaps the future of German specialty 
and craft beer will surprise us yet. 


